
Terms of use Stagebank HBO-ICT (part of the internshiptool of Students Come And Go). 

If you create an account, which gives access to your personal information and the information of the 

institution you want to visit, you explicitely agree on the following:  

- All information you provide is 'legally' yours and contains no information of other persons, unless you 

have an agreement (for example: a letter of recommendation).   

- You give permission to use the provided information for your application/enrollment (to the selected 

courses/minors/internships, etc.) at the company or institution you selected. Information you provide 

will not be used for any other purpose.  

- You declare that the information was provided voluntarily. 

- You understand that you are in control of all information you provide to this web application. You 

can add, alter, renew and delete information. However: the given information should be 

complete at the moment your application or enrollment is approved and during the time 

you are actually participating in courses and/or the internship. If not, your application 

will be canceled. 

- You cannot delete or alter the courses or internships once they are approved. 

- Information you provide is only visible for you and the responsible person(s) at the company or 

institution you are enrolled for. 

- One year after your last enrollment, all privacy sensitive information is cleared:  

all uploaded files, all address information, all information concerning emergency contact(s), etc.  

After 6 years all information is made anonymous.   

- Information that is stored for a longer period than 18 months (if you are an exchange student):  

your name, date of birth, your nationality, name of the sending institute, the courses you took, 

transcripts, student number(s), country info, and other non-personal information. If you want this 

information to be removed as well: please contact the institutions you are enrolled for. 

Please note: if this information is deleted, we cannot help you out  if you need any of this 

information later on (in study or work).   

- Studentscomeandgo.nl and .com (and "stagebank" @irp.nl domains) are services offered by IRP.nl. 

We think we meet all (future EU) regulations concerning privacy: you can at any time see all your 

personal information that is stored.  

If you think we can do better or we are violating any regulations or laws, please let us know. Contact 

information can be found at IRP.nl (see contact).  

 

Privacy statement  

IRP is working hard to protect your privacy. We have many years of experience building secure web 

applications for prominent agencies and organizations. Our systems are built with Spring MVC (Java 

technology) and we use the Spring security framework. This framework is very widely used by large 

enterprises, and one of the best technologies out there for developing secure and robust web 

applications. 

We do not store more information longer than necessary for the purpose.  

Information is not used for any other purposes, other than letting you enjoy your study (abroad).  

Privacy regulations and laws demand that you agree on these terms.  

We only use (necessary) cookies for session-management.  

If you would, by any chance, find any privacy issues or security issues, please inform us immediately. 

Contact information can be found at IRP.nl (see contact).   


